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Turn simple shipping pallets into stunning crafts for your home!With DIY Wood Pallet Projects, you

can finally personalize your space without having to spend a fortune on getting that perfect rustic

chic look. Featuring 35 creative upcycling ideas, you'll transform old wood pallets into beautiful

projects that will help fill your home and yard with style and personality. If you've never picked up a

power tool, don't worry. The easy, step-by-step instructions guide you through the entire

woodworking process as you recreate all of your favorite designs. Inside, you'll find one-of-a-kind

creations like:Rustic wood clockHerringbone coffee tablePlanter box with mitered cornersCut-out

silhouette artPallet slatâ€“backed bookcase Complete with stunning photographs and plenty of

inspiration, each of the designs in DIY Wood Pallet Projects will be the perfect addition to your

home.
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I've been salvaging pallets of various kinds (and various woods) for over ten years, using the wood

to build an array of things: furniture, frames, even small structures like chicken coops and dog

houses. So I came to this book with a little bit of reluctance: what was I going to learn from another

book about pallet up-cycling?Well, I have to admit that this is a very nice book with many ideas in

terms of what you can easily make from pallets. The plans do not involve complex joinery, though

you can work with pallet wood in those ways (dovetails, tenons, etc.), and it's not a book that



requires you to even have a table saw or router. Instead, these are simple designs that you can

build with nothing more than a simple tape measure, saw, and screwdriver. (Sure the Krieg jig the

author uses for many of the project would come in handy for pocket screw joining:

http://www..com/Kreg-R3-Pocket-Hole-System/dp/B000J43A7W/ref=sr_1_1?s=power-hand-tools&ie

=UTF8&qid=1424404991&sr=1-1&keywords=kreg+jig ... a reciprocating saw is also suggested, but I

think you can get by without one.)The book also addresses one of the hardest parts of dealing with

pallet wood: taking the dang pallets apart. There are many methods for doing this, and it really

depends on what type of pallet or crate you're disassembling, but the book gives you a good head

start if you've never disassembled a pallet.More than anything, I think you can approach this as an

idea book. Pallet furniture should never be 100% paint by numbers, or "follow the plan," but can

always involve a little bit of inspiration and improvisation. So you can easily take some of the ideas

in this book -- for shelves, say, or the cool American flag -- and tweak them to make them your own.

It's certainly an inspiring book.

I absolutely fell in love with this book.. i am trying to build furniture projects but i dont want to spend

too much on wood. i love how the author uses basic tools and how descriptive the projects are!!! its

a must have!!!

I'm a sucker for anything rustic, upcycled and repurposed, and this book takes you through 35 super

cute projects that you can easily make from scrap wood or pallets. Instructions are clear and easy to

understand with great pictures of the entire process. I can't wait to try some of these projects for my

home.

Great rainy day projects and if you do the county or local farmers markets, a potential project list

that could generate some additional income without high costs of materials.Contains good safety

information about pallets and what to look for when you go in search of your supply.

This book is amazing! The 35 projects are so creative, and help give you ideas for like 100 more

projects. The author shows that really anything is possible with free pallet wood! I just went to my

local hardware store and they gave me all the free pallets I wanted. I am starting with a wine rack.

Cheers !!!!!!

This is a great wood project book. Most of the projects use the pallet simply as a source of



reclaimed wood not as a recognizable pallet so even if you didn't have a pallet you could make

these projects with any reclaimed (or even new) wood. The instructions are excellent. The style is

charming and would work with lots of different decor. There are quite a number of projects that

involve tiling of teh wood pieces which is a really cool idea and can produce beautiful pieces when

working with aged wood.

It's a good book but I was looking for more. It has some good decorating ideas and some of the

larger items, such as the chair. I was looking for more larger items and not so much decorative but I

do like the book. I can use one or two of their projects.

Most creative and beautiful uses of recycling and re-purposing wood pallets. In depth step by step

instructions. Beautiful pictures. Karah Bunde is extremely talented.
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